
MONITORING SCHEDULING 
As part of the function, you can set any interval (in minutes) that defines the unit of time after which a site check (pinging) will 
take place, to determine server availability. 

DETERMINING THE ACTUAL VISIBILITY OF A WEB PAGE 
The default pinging only allows you to determine the availability of the server. However, there could be a situation where the 
server is responding, but all content has been removed. At this point, the administrator would have a misconception that 
the site is working properly. Therefore, the function allows you to define a specific phrase that the eAuditor system will search 
for when scanning the site. When a specific phrase is not found on the site, the system will notify the assigned network 
administrator or designated user. 

SERVER RESPONSE TIME 
The system implements an interactive widget presenting the response times of the servers of the monitored sites, which can 
be freely moved by indicating the periods on the timeline. 

RECORDING OF SERVICE AVAILABILITY 
In many cases, cooperation with entities requires recording the percentage of availability of servers by contractual provisions. 
There is no need to create complicated statements and subsequent tables. The eAuditor system automatically generates 
information about service activity from any period. 

UNLIMITED NUMBER OF MONITORED SITES 
Checking several, a dozen, or even dozens of sites belonging to an organization is a time-consuming activity, which the 
eAuditor system allows you to automate. Within a single view, it is possible to collate all services for ongoing monitoring, but 
also data comparison.

WHY USE MONITORING WEB
SERVICES? 

      Ability to monitor the availability of cloud applications, 

      immediate notifications of events that occur, 

      accountability for the availability of websites, 

      the ability to report on the occurring problems at any time, 

      simple configuration of URL monitoring, 

      full history of availability of monitored sites. 

DATASHEET

WEBSITE MONITORING 

What is website monitoring?
The web services monitoring function has been implemented in the eAuditor system as a response 
to the need to determine in real time the availability of an application server and the visibility of Web 
sites on the Internet. 
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